
Avoid security vendor sprawl by
streamlining your security providers
with a unified platform approach
using best-of-breed technology to
maximise ROI.

Optimise ROI

With advanced automation and real-
time analysis, our service offers end-
to-end visibility across your entire
environment. 

Enhance threat visibility

Increase your team's productivity by
freeing up their time and resources to
focus on core business activities.

Focus on what matters most

24/7/365 SOC

Aegis - Automation & AI

Leading Threat Intelligence 

Rapid Detection & Response

Proactive Threat Hunting

Holistic Cyber Insights

SCC Analytic Rules

Multi-Cloud Protection

MITRE ATT&CK Aligned

We protect your organisation
24/7/365, giving you peace of mind
that you are secure.

Always-On Security

Managed XDR

All enquiries online@scc.com
Contact our team 0121 766 7000
Visit scc.com

Key Benefits of MXDR

Discover the Future of Security with Our AI-Driven MXDR Service

Our entire SecOps team is equipped with our proprietary technology to deliver future-proof
security solutions for your unique needs. This approach ensures faster resolution times, lower
security costs, and smarter proactive prevention tactics.

Key Features

Our MXDR service, powered by SCC’s Aegis platform and our security operations team, offers
round-the-clock protection across your entire estate. Gain a complete understanding of your
environment, people, processes, and risks with our rapid incident response so your team can
concentrate on what truly matters.
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Our Accreditations

Proactive
Threat Hunting

Global Threat
Intelligence

Proprietary Built
Detection Logic

Behavioural
Anomaly Analytics

24/7/365 
SOC

eg s

At SCC, we redefine cybersecurity by seamlessly
blending reliability, expertise, and a commitment to
your journey in the digital landscape. Our
comprehensive solutions are tailored to your
organisation's needs and its maturity level, ensuring
a robust defense against ever-evolving cyber
threats.

Moving beyond today’s security paradigms, we're
architects of a new era—one where security isn't
just a measure but a culture.  Our people make the
difference—through collaborative partnership, and
proactive support, we create the confidence to
push boundaries securely. With expert guidance
tuned to your growth ambitions, we help clear
obstacles, accelerate outcomes, and embed
effective security principles across people, process
and technology.

How does it work?
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SCC MXDR

TRIAGE

RESPOND

ENRICH

Reducing Alert Fatigue with automation to triage and significantly reduce false positives.

Automating security incident enrichment leads to faster decision-making and reduces MTTR.

Automating and Orchestrating actions to prevent potential threats from becoming incidents.

Why SCC?
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